WildChina is a premium, sustainable travel company based in Beijing. Started in 2000 by Mei Zhang, a native of Yunnan Province and a Harvard MBA, WildChina offers distinctive, ecologically sensitive journeys to all corners of China. WildChina creates bespoke trips highlighted by rich personal interactions and superior access to experts and venues. We cater to an exclusive and sophisticated clientele interested in exploring the real Beijing off the beaten path.

WildChina brings education beyond the classroom with innovative programs that engage students with real-life examples, led by expert guides who offer in-depth, personal insights. Whether you are interested in having students engage with local communities or learn more about historical architecture, WildChina’s journeys will undoubtedly allow them to Experience China Differently!

The International School of Beijing is an independent, pre-K through 12 coeducational day school offering an international, standards-based English-language curriculum for expatriates in China. Situated on 32 acres in a northeastern suburb of Beijing, ISB has state-of-the-art facilities that support excellent academics, sports, and arts. The school is accredited by CIS (Europe), NEASC (US), and the NCCT (China) and has been an IBO World School since 1991.

The campus is noted for its spacious, well-equipped, tech-infused classrooms, dedicated art studios and performance spaces, and all-weather, temperature-controlled fitness and sports facilities. ISB’s Chinese Language Program is a model for language acquisition throughout the region.

Real Beijing
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Three Weeks of Teaching and Learning at the International School of Beijing

June 22 - July 12, 2014

A Unique Interactive Opportunity in the Chinese Capital

A Lifetime of Memories

For more information about the Real Beijing Summer Program:

www.wildchina.com/china-educational-travel/k-12-school-trips-in-china/1
REAL BEIJING EDUCATORS’ ACADEMY

Join the International School of Beijing and WildChina in a summer experience designed to engage Mandarin Chinese educators in hands-on strategies and interactive workshops bringing Chinese to life inside and outside of the classroom.

Offered in conjunction with a Chinese language summer experience for students aged 13 to 18, the Real Beijing Educators’ Academy offers participating educators the opportunity to acquire tools to bridge the gap between knowing and doing. A student-to-educator ratio of 2:1 will provide educators with opportunities to stimulate and challenge learners of all language levels with exciting, real-life language experiences. Active, practical, and innovative classroom experiences focus on the rapid acquisition of useful and adaptive language, which students will immediately apply through excursions in the city.

Designed and overseen by experienced ISB educators and WildChina, Real Beijing will offer effective and innovative language-learning experiences for educators, teaching them instructional approaches and techniques that meet the needs of young learners.

ACADEMY EXPERIENCE

Week 1 (Jun 22 - 28) - For educators only; intensive workshops introducing hands-on experiential learning framework

Weeks 2 & 3 (Jun 29 - Jul 12) - Lead educators facilitating performance-based learning opportunities and language seminars as well as experiencing Beijing with students demonstrating their learning on excursions throughout the city.

• June 29th: Students arrive; first chance to put into practice the methods and strategies from week 1
• July 5th-6th: Social excursions to hike the Great Wall, explore the Forbidden City, and experience a hutong neighborhood

ACCOMMODATIONS

Educators will stay at the conveniently located Yosemite Club Hotel, expatriate designed accommodations located directly across the street from the International School of Beijing. Educators will be lodged two to a room, sharing with another member of the program (single room option available; single supplement applies).

PROGRAM COSTS

Prices below are quoted in US dollars, and are exclusive of airfare

Teachers’ Three-Week Program:
USD 2,718 (including accommodation at Yosemite Club Hotel. Based on double occupancy; single supplement applies.)
USD 2,150 (without accommodation)

REAL BEIJING

The International School of Beijing (ISB), a learning environment engaging educators in authentic experiences with their students, is partnering with WildChina, an innovative educational travel provider, to create an unforgettable learning experience offering intensive Chinese language learning coupled with cultural excursions where participants will apply their Chinese in authentic experiences. Educators and students learn, live, and explore alongside one another in real Beijing.

ACADEMY GOALS

This Academy seeks to share the spirit and tradition of the Chinese experiences at ISB through:

• Creating a hub for professionals to develop and sharpen instructional strategies and impact student learning
• Providing a forum for collaboration beyond the Academy time
• Offering intensive and innovative pedagogical practices through workshops
• Designing interactive demo classes and in-depth reflection seminars to aid teachers in creating a learner-centered, performance-based, experiential environment that will prepare students for the lifelong study of Chinese

All experiences are designed to maximize learning, communication skills, and cultural competence. Participating educators will:

• Acquire ready-to-use, field-tested lesson plans and student-learning focused strategies
• Develop skills to leverage language-learning technology to enhance student learning
• Have the option to receive 3 graduate credits from Buffalo State University (for US$90 per credit)